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Abstract

With the proliferation of three-component seismometers on volcanoes, the temptation is great to use polarization
analysis, as we do in earthquake seismology, to determine propagation direction and/or wavetype in order to locate
and characterize the wave’s source. In volcano seismology, there are two impediments to such a procedure: the
complexity of the volcano’s structure and the often long-lasting volcanic seismic signals. I develop a simple model of
acoustic scattering and apply it to three simple, theoretical source signals, which represent the classes of signals
encountered at volcanoes. When the medium is strongly scattering, the polarization at a receiver location for
impulsive, sinusoidal or square-wave sources mimics the characteristics for volcanic shocks, tornillos with a single
frequency and multichromatic tremor or tornillos. The polarization observed for the square-wave source resembles
that observed for multichromatic tremor at Lascar Volcano, Chile, and multichromatic tornillos at Galeras Volcano,
Colombia. At low frequencies, the particle motion is fairly linear and nearly constant, but cannot necessarily be used
directly to indicate the direction to the source. At all frequencies, the particle motion exhibits some characteristics of
Rayleigh waves, namely ellipticity of varying degrees and an ‘RZ’ product that oscillates with twice the frequency of
the mode. If this model is correct, the lack of change of fundamental wavefield parameters, such as the polarization,
for low frequencies during any given tornillo and from one tornillo to the next implies that the location of the source
is stable to within a resolution of about 200 m.
1 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Like weather forecasting at the beginning of the
last century, monitoring e¡orts and activity fore-
casts for volcanoes have frequently been based on
phenomenology, in e¡ect matching patterns in the

ongoing seismicity with patterns observed for past
eruptions or explosions. Only recently, with im-
provements in the quality of seismic data due to
increased bandwidth, high dynamic range, and
perhaps most importantly, the availability of rec-
ords from three-component seismometers, have
we been able to begin to develop physical models
for the sources of volcanic seismic signals. These
models should help provide a physical basis for
understanding the processes in a volcano, partic-
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ularly those relating to improved eruption moni-
toring.
Before we can proceed with modeling, however,

we must face one of the fundamental problems in
volcano seismology: Which signal characteristics
are related to the source and which are in£uenced
by the medium? It is clear that a volcanic edi¢ce
cannot be considered a simple medium with re-
spect to wave propagation. The analysis of tremor
or long-period volcanic events with extended co-
das as a means of studying their source is compli-
cated by the passage of the seismic waves through
this highly inhomogeneous edi¢ce. We must care-
fully analyze these volcanic seismic signals to de-
termine which of their characteristics describe pa-
rameters of the tremor source or the path. Only
then can we develop source-related parameters
into a realistic, physical model of the processes
occurring within the volcano.
The spectra of volcanic tremor and events are

often characterized by narrow-band peaks. When
tremor is recorded using single-component, low-
gain equipment, many questions about the tremor
wave¢eld remain open. It is di⁄cult to determine
tremor parameters other than the frequency and
amplitude from recordings of a vertical seismom-
eter, or to distinguish between propagation e¡ects
and source characteristics. Without such discrim-
ination, it is impossible to use tremor recordings
to constrain models of physical or chemical pro-
cesses in a volcano. Data from several three-com-
ponent seismometers recorded with high dynamic
range allow a more complete analysis of the trem-
or wave¢eld. As a result, tremor traits due to the
source may be distinguished from those in£uenced
by path and medium. The source-related param-
eters can then be used, along with source models,
to determine the volcano’s variables of state.
Three time-varying characteristics of volcanic sig-
nals which can be measured using three-compo-
nent seismograms are: the frequency, the total
energy and the polarization.
Several phenomena a¡ect the polarization of

seismic waves. At their source, the polarization
is, of course, determined by the source process ^
what we know as the source mechanism. At the
recording site, the measured particle motion is
in£uenced by the re£ection at the free surface

(Nuttli, 1961; Nuttli and Whitmore, 1961; Hell-
weg, 2000a; Neuberg and Pointer, 2000), the ef-
fects of topography (Neuberg and Pointer, 2000)
and anisotropy along the path. Scattering in the
medium is, however, also very important, as dem-
onstrated by the coda we observe from events
with impulsive sources, such as volcanic shocks
or volcano-tectonic events (Aki and Chouet,
1975). How are long-lasting volcanic seismic sig-
nals, such as tornillos, hybrid events and volcanic
tremor in its various forms (Schlindwein et al.,
1995; Benoit and McNutt, 1997; Go¤mez and
Torres, 1997; Hagerty et al., 1997; Lees et al.,
1997; Hellweg, 1999a,b), a¡ected by their passage
through the medium? I develop here a simple,
three-dimensional model of an acoustic medium
with no intrinsic attenuation. Using it, I demon-
strate the qualitative e¡ects of scattering on im-
pulsive wavelets, as well as on continuous sine
and square waves. These are signal models for
shocks, for tornillos with a single frequency and
harmonic tremor or for tornillos and tremor with
several frequencies, respectively.

2. Scattering in a heterogeneous acoustic medium

In the model, a three-dimensional grid of scat-
terers is embedded in an in¢nite, acoustic me-
dium. Since the medium is in¢nite, there are no
re£ections from its boundaries. Because the me-
dium is acoustic, it transmits only compressional
waves. Although the volcanic medium is probably
highly attenuating, this simple model does not
include intrinsic attenuation. The scatterers are
located at randomly selected nodes of the grid
and their density can be varied. This model uses
the Born approximation, which assumes that the
scatterers are much smaller than the wavelength
of the incident waves.
The velocity amplitude, u"(r), of a spherically

propagating, acoustic wave of frequency g=2Zf
from a point source in a homogeneous medium
without scatterers in which the velocity of sound
is c, is given by Ingard (1988):

_uuðrÞ ¼ U0a0
r
1þ i=kr
1þ i=ka0

expðikr3ika0Þ ð1Þ
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In this equation, U0 is the velocity amplitude as
a function of time at the source^medium interface
at radius a0, while k=g/c is the wave number.
The wave propagating a distance r from an iso-
tropically scattering monopole, s, at rs takes on
the same form:

_uusðrÞ ¼
_uuðrsÞas

r
O s
1þ i=kr
1þ i=kas

expðikr3ikasÞ ð2Þ

with the exception that U0 is replaced by u"(rs), the
amplitude of the incident wave at the location of
the scatterer, multiplied by the scatterer’s e⁄-
ciency, Os, and a0 is replaced by the diameter of
the scatterer as. For small values of kas, that is
when the wavelength is much larger than the ra-
dius of the scatterer (Born approximation), the
scatterer’s e⁄ciency is:

O s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a s

½ða þ a sÞ2 þ ðM þ M sÞ2�

r
ð3Þ

a and as are the normalized radiation resistance of
the medium and the scatterers, while M and Ms are
their respective reactances (Ingard, 1988). This
number can never be greater than 1 and varies
depending on the characteristics of the medium
and scatterers (Ingard, 1988). In the model, each
scatterer is randomly assigned a scattering e⁄-
ciency, 06 Os 6 1. This very simple model holds
when the density of scatterers is low, so that the
incident wave at any point in the model can be
assumed not to have lost any energy to scattering.
If the scatterers are more dense, the incident wave
at the scatterer will have lost energy and have a
lower amplitude than that given in Eq. 1. If the
direct wave has traveled a distance r, the loss as
compared to the wave amplitude with no scatter-
ing can be estimated as (Ingard, 1988):

Cscat ¼ exp 3
rGO 2fc scatb scat

2

� �
ð4Þ

where GO2f is the root mean square scattering e⁄-
ciency, cscat = 4Zas

2 is the scatterer cross-section
and bscat, the density of the scatterers, is taken
to be the inverse of the cube of the mean inter-
scatterer distance, dscat.
The seismogram, u"0, at the receiver location, r0,

is the sum of contributions from the source and
from the single-scattering contribution of each

point, s, of the scattering grid. For each node
the incident amplitude is corrected for attenuation
due to scattering using Eq. 4:

_uu0 ¼ Cscatðr0Þ _uuðr0Þ þ
Xk

s¼1
CscatðrsÞ _uusðrs0Þ ð5Þ

where rs0 is the distance from the scatterer to the
receiver and k is the number of scatterers.
If the source only radiates at a single frequency,

i.e. a sine wave, it is easy to use Eq. 5 to calculate
the outwardly propagating wave and the corre-
sponding scattered waves in the time domain
and superpose them at the location of the receiver
to generate a synthetic seismogram for the con¢g-
uration of scatters. If the source has a ¢nite band-
width, however, the problem becomes more di⁄-
cult because of the frequency-dependent product
kr=gr/c in Eqs. 1 and 2. We therefore calculate
the theoretical seismograms discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs in the frequency domain. First,
the source seismogram is Fourier-transformed.
For each scatterer, s, the spectrum is multiplied
by the amplitude factors describing the geometric
distance decay and the scattering losses and by
the phase factors describing the phase shifts due
to the distance traveled to the scatterer s. The
spectrum is further multiplied by the scatterer’s
e⁄ciency, and then the geometric distance decay
factors and phase shifts to account for the sepa-
ration between the scatterer and the receiver. The
resulting spectrum for the contribution to the seis-
mogram from the scatterer s is resolved into a
radial component, parallel to the direction be-
tween the source and the receiver, and a trans-
verse component perpendicular to it in a chosen
plane. Since these calculations are made under the
assumption of acoustic scattering, the radial and
transverse components at the receiver location de-
pend only on the direction between the scatterer
and the receiver. The radial and transverse con-
tributions for each scatterer in the scattering mod-
el are added to the radial and transverse receiver
spectra of the direct wave before they are inverse
Fourier-transformed to give the synthetic seismo-
grams. The only disadvantage of this method is
the acausality introduced by the manipulation of
the spectra. It is due to the assumption made in
spectral analysis that a signal repeats outside the
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bounds of the interval analyzed. On inverse trans-
formation, signal energy often ‘leaks’ from the tail
of the signal to its beginning. In these synthetics,
it is apparent as a low level of energy in the syn-
thetic seismograms before the arrival of the direct
wave.
For the examples shown below, the scatterers

are randomly distributed throughout a volume
16U16U16 km3, with grid points every 200 m.
The radius of the source and scatterers, a0 and
as are both taken to be 100 m, half the separation
of the grid points, and the velocity of sound is
c=1000 m/s. The source^receiver distance is
4 km, unless otherwise noted. The source seismo-
grams are normalized so that the amplitude of the
unscattered signal would be 1 at the receiver, and
that the product of the amplitude of the source
and the source radius are approximately equal to
the amplitude of the incident wave, excluding
scattering attenuation, multiplied by the source^
receiver distance, U0a0Wu"(r0)r0
During the course of many trials, I varied three

parameters, the density of the scatterers, bscat, the
e⁄ciency of each scatterer, O, and con¢guration of
the scatterers. Tests for the density of the scatter-
ers ranged from 0.0012 to 120 scatterers/km3. Of
course, the e¡ect of scattering increases with in-
creasing density. The ¢gures which follow show
examples for 0.12 scatterers/km3, at which the ef-
fects of scattering ¢nally become readily visible in
the synthetic seismograms, and 12 scatterers/km3,
for which the synthetics for an impulsive source
exhibit complexity similar to that observed in the
seismograms of volcano-tectonic events. In these
¢gures the e⁄ciency of each scatterer is chosen
randomly. While the speci¢c shape of the syn-
thetic changes when it is set to one for all scat-
terers, the qualitative results are a¡ected very lit-
tle. The same holds true for the con¢guration of
the scatterers. The exact shapes of the synthetics
change for di¡erent realizations of scatterers at a
given density, but characteristics, such as the rel-
ative amplitudes of the radial and transverse com-
ponents, remain the same.
What is the e¡ect of scattering on di¡erent

source waveforms? In the limiting case that there
are no scatterers, the wave¢eld at the receiver is
only radial, regardless of the duration and shape

of the source function. With scatterers, the situa-
tion changes. For an impulsive source, like an
earthquake or explosion (Fig. 1a), these e¡ects
are familiar to analysts as the coda. Far from
being narrow-band, the spectrum of the impulsive
source is broad-band, with contributions from
many wave numbers, k=g/c. When the scattering
density is small, bscat = 0.12 scatterers/km3, corre-
sponding to a mean interscatterer distance of
dscat = 2.0 km, the coda is weak on the radial com-
ponent and there is very little energy on the trans-
verse component (Fig. 1b). The coda is e¡ectively
a transient which continues from the time of the
arrival of the direct wave until waves re£ected
from the most distant scatterers have returned
to the receiver location. After the incident wave
has passed the most distant scatterers in this mod-
el, no more energy returns to the receiver, and the
coda ends. Fig. 1c shows synthetics for a more
densely scattering medium, bscat = 12 scatterers/
km3, corresponding to a mean interscatterer dis-

Fig. 1. Acoustic scattering for an impulsive source. (a) Source
seismogram. (b) Radial (R) and transverse (T) synthetics for
a weakly scattering medium, with bscat = 0.12 scatterers/km3,
corresponding to a mean interscatterer distance of dscat = 2.0
km. (c) Radial and transverse synthetics for a strongly scat-
tering medium, with bscat = 12 scatterers/km3, corresponding
to a mean interscatterer distance of dscat = 0.43 km.
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tance of dscat = 0.43 km. In this case, the simple,
impulsive source function produces a seismogram
similar to those measured for volcanic shocks,
volcano-tectonic events and local earthquakes.
The energy is partitioned between the radial and
transverse components (Fig. 1c). The amplitude of
the coda on the transverse component depends on
the location and strength of the scatterers. When
the density of scatterers is high, the maximum
amplitude of the synthetic seismogram may be
shifted from the onset to later in the seismogram,
as it is in Fig. 1c.
Unlike shocks that are short and have an im-

pulsive source, other volcanic seismic signals, such
as simple tornillos and harmonic tremor, often
continue for long intervals. A very simple example
of such signals is tremor which has the appear-
ance of a sine wave. These are narrow-band sig-
nals which begin at some time, t=0 s, and then
continue on inde¢nitely (Fig. 2a). If the density of
scatterers is low, the wave¢eld at the receiver site
is similar to that in a medium without scatterers
(Fig. 2b). The seismograms are nearly radially po-

larized. When there are more scatterers, however,
there is a transient after the initial onset (Fig. 2c).
Like the coda for the impulsive source, this is the
interval between the ¢rst arrival and the time in
which the outwardly propagating wave reaches
the limits of the scattering medium and the scat-
tered waves from the most distant scatterers re-
turn to the receiver. During this interval, the am-
plitudes of both the radial and transverse
components change as the e¡ects of more scatter-
ers join the signal. Unlike the case for the impul-
sive source, however, the sinusoidal source con-
tinues to radiate. The transient stops, at about 10 s
in this model, when the ¢rst waves that have
reached the limits of the scattering medium and
been scattered have returned to the receiver.
Then, there are no new contributions to the wave-
¢eld, which consists of the sum of the continuous
source and all the scattered waves. The ampli-
tudes of both components remain constant, as
does their relative phase. In general, the ampli-

Fig. 2. Acoustic scattering for a monochromatic source.
(a) Source seismogram. (b) Radial (R) and transverse (T)
synthetics for a weakly scattering medium, with bscat = 0.12
scatterers/km3, corresponding to a mean interscatterer dis-
tance of dscat = 2.0 km. (c) Radial and transverse synthetics
for a strongly scattering medium, with bscat = 12 scatterers/
km3, corresponding to a mean interscatterer distance of
dscat = 0.43 km. (d) Particle motion in the R^T plane during
the transient in the strongly scattering medium.

Fig. 3. Acoustic scattering for a multichromatic source.
(a) Source seismogram. (b) Radial (R) and transverse (T)
synthetics for a weakly scattering medium, with bscat = 0.12
scatterers/km3, corresponding to a mean interscatterer dis-
tance of dscat = 2.0 km. (c) Particle motion in the R^T plane
at the frequencies of the ¢rst six spectral peaks for the
weakly scattering medium. (d) Radial and transverse syn-
thetics for a strongly scattering medium, with bscat = 12 scat-
terers/km3, corresponding to a mean interscatterer distance
of dscat = 0.43 km. (e) Particle motion in the R^T plane at
the frequencies of the ¢rst six spectral peaks for the strongly
scattering medium.
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tude and phase of the transverse component de-
pend on the location and strength of the scatter-
ers. If the transverse component is in phase with
the radial component (Fig. 2d), the particle mo-
tion at the receiver site will be rotated from the
radial and linearly polarized. The angle of rota-
tion depends on the relative amplitudes of the two
components. As the phase delay between the two
components increases, the rectilinearity decreases.
The particle motion is elliptical and the principal
axis varies randomly, no longer necessarily point-
ing to the source.
The results for a square-wave source (Fig. 3a)

provide insights into the e¡ects of propagation on
multichromatic wave¢elds, such as the multichro-
matic tremor at Lascar Volcano, Chile (Hellweg,
1999a, Hellweg, 2000a), and the multichromatic
tornillos at Galeras Volcano, Colombia (Ortega,
2000). The square wave’s spectrum is a sequence
of narrow-band peaks, indicating that its wave-
¢eld is made up of waves with discrete wave num-
bers kn =gn/c. As in the case of the impulsive and
sinusoidal sources, the transient is small when
there are few scatterers and the waves arriving
at the receiver are primarily radially polarized
(Fig. 3b). Because there is little energy on the
transverse component, each of the spectral lines
is also radially polarized and highly rectilinear
(Fig. 3c). When the number of scatterers increases
(Fig. 3d), the transient after the onset lasts until
the medium is saturated with outgoing and scat-
tered radiation. The level of energy on the trans-
verse component increases. At the same time, for
a given scatterer the relative phase for the di¡er-
ent peaks depends on the wave number, knr.
Thus, when the spectra from many scatterers are
superimposed at the receiver site, the polarization
may be di¡erent for each spectral peak and is not
necessarily related to the source^receiver direction
(Fig. 3e), although the in£uence is smaller for
longer wavelengths. The apparent amplitude of
the seismic wave in the various bands is also af-
fected by the scattering medium. If, by chance, the
phase delays due to the scatterers result in cancel-
lation or reinforcement, the amplitude may be
nearly zero or much stronger than expected. An
example can be seen by comparing the particle
motion diagrams for n=3 in Fig. 3c,e.

Fig. 4. Multichromatic tremor at Lascar Volcano, Chile, tak-
en from the episode on 18 April 1994. (a) 3 min of tremor
recorded on the E component at station LA2, about 4 km
SSE of the active crater. Each trace shows 30 s of the 3 min
window, with the starting time relative to the beginning giv-
en on the left axis. (b) Power spectrum of 10 min of multi-
chromatic tremor calculated from the N component at the
station LA2. The vertical lines are drawn at integer multiples
of the frequency of the fundamental, 0.63 Hz. Note how well
they match other peaks in the spectrum. (c) 10 min spectro-
gram of the N component at station LA2. Each spectral win-
dow is 10.24 s long and overlapped by 8.96 s.
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Fig. 5. Particle motion for 9.6 s of multichromatic tremor at Lascar Volcano, Chile. (a) Particle motion in the horizontal plane
superimposed on a sketch of the station locations. The L is the approximate location of Lascar’s active crater. (b) Three-dimen-
sional representation of the particle motion for the same interval of data showing the polarization for the fundamental and the
¢rst two overtones.
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3. Example: multichromatic tremor at Lascar
Volcano, Chile

Lascar, a stratovolcano more than 5000 m in
altitude, is located on the puna, Chile’s altiplano,
at 23‡22PS, 67‡44PW. Gardeweg and Medina
(1994) note that it is the most active volcano in
northern Chile. Its activity is mainly fumarolic,
although the continuous degassing is occasionally
interrupted by large explosions from the various
craters in the summit region. Since 1986, Lascar
has undergone several cycles of lava dome growth
and collapse. In April and early May of 1994,
Asch et al. (1995, 1996) installed one broad-
band, three-component station and three short-

period, three-component stations around Lascar
Volcano.
The instruments at Lascar recorded a form of

volcanic tremor characterized by harmonic spec-
tra with a fundamental frequency near 0.6 Hz and
many integer overtones with large amplitudes
(Hellweg, 1999a,b, 2000a,b). In the time domain,
this tremor is cyclic, with waveforms that change
only slowly in shape and amplitude as a function
of time (Fig. 4a). As this happens, the fundamen-
tal frequency changes, as does the frequency con-
tent (amplitudes of overtones). While the period
of the cycle is the same at all stations, the contri-
butions from the overtones are di¡erent on each
component, resulting in di¡erent waveforms. Sim-

Fig. 6. Digital elevation model of the Galeras summit region. Squares show the locations of the two broad-band seismometer sta-
tions, ANG and ACH.
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ilar tremor may have been observed at Galeras
Volcano, Colombia, in 1989 (Gil-Cruz, 1999).
At Lascar Volcano, this continuous signal, like

the square wave in Fig. 3a, is characterized by a
spectrum with sharply de¢ned peaks at a funda-
mental frequency, f1(t) = 0.63 Hz, and numerous
overtones at integer multiples, fn(t) = nf1(t), where
n=1, 2, 3,T (Fig. 4b). In the spectrogram of har-
monic tremor (Fig. 4c) more than 20 overtones
can be recognized. During the interval shown,
the frequency of the fundamental varies only
slightly, while the changes in the frequencies of
the overtones are larger (Hellweg, 2000b).

4. The polarization of multichromatic tremor

For the fundamental frequency of harmonic
tremor, Fig. 5a shows a 9.6 s interval of the par-
ticle motion in the horizontal plane for all four
stations. The ellipses are superimposed on a dia-
gram of the network, showing the locations of the
stations relative to Lascar’s active crater. Fig. 5b
shows the three-dimensional particle motion for
the fundamental (red) and the ¢rst two overtones.
As predicted by the scattering model, the particle
motion ellipses are not aligned nor are their rela-
tive amplitudes the same at all four stations. For

Fig. 7. (a) Bandpass-¢ltered seismograms (0.5^30 Hz) for the tornillo recorded at ANG at 05:00 UTC on 8 January 2000.
(b) Spectrogram (5 s data spectral window with 2.5 s overlap) of the E component for the interval shown in panel a and ampli-
tude spectra for the ¢rst 10 s of the tornillo (blue) and its coda (red). Note the spectral lines at around 2, 4, 9, 11 and 14 Hz.
(c) Plot for the station ACH corresponding to panel a. (d) Spectrogram (5 s data spectral window with 2.5 s overlap) of the
N component for the interval shown in panel c and amplitude spectra for ¢rst 10 s of the tornillo (blue) and its coda (red).
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Table 1
Tornillo parameters

Date Time f [Hz] ANG ACH

K [‡] i [‡] rect K [‡] i [‡] rect

010600 1225 1.90 254 85 0.91 221 90 1.00
4.52 212 81 0.82 40 79 0.71

010700 0050 1.89 249 91 0.87 221 89 1.00
4.16 217 77 0.77 38 69 0.70
8.60 145 62 0.85 312 33 0.95

010800 0500 1.80 263 88 0.95 221 89 1.00
4.61 224 88 0.77 342 72 0.48
9.42 89 79 0.65 136 54 0.67
10.71 19 36 0.61 49 72 0.73
14.58 255 83 0.75 85 51 0.72

011000 0955 1.91 252 84 0.95 222 89 1.00
3.75 278 71 0.71 223 88 0.55
4.08 208 79 0.84 38 77 0.67
9.96 75 55 0.18 23 87 0.47
11.38 263 86 0.85 281 80 0.77

011300 0540 1.85 265 87 0.84 221 89 1.00
3.71 277 72 0.80 213 87 0.48
4.11 214 79 0.87 37 75 0.75

011400 1435 1.80 258 83 0.99 222 89 0.98
011700 0025 1.79 261 88 0.97 222 90 1.00

9.07 223 58 0.66 145 69 0.80
10.71 54 42 0.72 56 49 0.78

011700 2150 1.84 267 89 0.95 221 89 1.00
3.74 257 75 0.81 0.18
4.14 223 78 0.79 45 82 0.73

011800 1705 1.85 260 87 0.88 221 89 1.00
3.72 269 73 0.77 222 74 0.63

011900 0635 1.82 263 83 0.96 221 90 0.97
3.71 255 75 0.86
9.48 82 87 0.72

012500 0310 1.75 256 84 0.97 223 89 1.00
2.52 267 84 1.00 224 71 0.94
10.18 49 10 0.76 22 75 0.91
12.65 149 60 0.78 87 69 0.56
18.05 315 15 0.79 260 83 0.77

020700 0500 1.91 252 89 0.96 223 90 1.00
3.56 271 70 0.96 234 72 0.56
9.94 281 23 0.43
11.34 272 69 0.92

021000 1630 1.76 257 87 0.97 224 87 1.00
3.71 258 77 0.90 238 84 0.86
4.14 224 73 0.67 15 68 0.20
7.36 251 74 0.77 183 70 0.94
9.91 286 57 0.52 87 63 0.80
13.15 91 68 0.35 46 82 0.87
15.74 18 25 0.03 303 68 0.73
19.28 103 51 0.77 316 81 0.83

021100 0330 1.75 260 89 0.99 223 89 0.99
4.37 197 80 0.61 29 80 0.89
11.84 92 52 0.52 18 78 0.88
13.95 223 84 0.61
14.60 248 55 0.85

021200 2150 1.75 260 89 0.99 223 89 0.99
3.70 272 72 0.95 198 87 0.85
10.19 254 19 0.68 192 82 0.97
11.98 277 87 0.99 26 78 0.91
14.28 253 11 0.70 98 43 0.68
15.56 254 31 0.94 256 85 0.81
19.46 55 78 0.95 86 84 0.96
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example, while the fundamental has the largest
amplitude at station LA2 (red), the amplitude of
the ¢rst overtone (green) is largest at B12. The
particle motion at the four stations cannot be
jointly interpreted as a wave¢eld consisting solely
of P-, SV-, SH- or Rayleigh-waves. This is typical
for Lascar’s harmonic tremor during other inter-
vals as well (Hellweg, 1999b).

5. Example: multichromatic tornillos at Galeras
Volcano, Colombia

Tornillos, observed at Galeras Volcano, Co-
lombia, during the 1993 eruption cycles, are a
particularly interesting specimen of volcanic seis-
mic signal. On the one hand, like more typical
seismic events with tectonic or explosion sources,
their waveform has a clear onset and a de¢nite
duration. Unlike tremor they have a beginning
and an end. They are much like tremor, however,
in that they have an unusually high Q ^ that is,
the coda is very long, and their spectra have only
one or at most a few very sharp spectral peaks
(Go¤mez and Torres, 1997). In the past decade, the
tornillos at Galeras Volcano were observed to
precede explosion eruptions (Torres et al., 1996;
Narva¤ez et al., 1997; Go¤mez and Torres, 1997;
Ortega, 2000).
A suite of 42 tornillos occurred at Galeras Vol-

cano between 8 December 1999 and 12 February
2000. All were recorded at the broad-band, three-
component seismometer station ANG, which has
been operating near Galeras’ active cone continu-
ously since July 1997 (Seidl et al., 2003), and
those occurring after 5 January 2000 were also
recorded at a second broad-band, three-compo-
nent station installed to the north of the active
crater (ACH, Fig. 6). These tornillos appear to
be more complex than the tornillos previously re-
corded at ANG or those recorded with the short-
period network of the Observatorio Volcanologi-
co de Pasto. They are multichromatic, having nar-
row spectral peaks at up to nine, not necessarily
harmonic frequencies. The tornillos’ times and
frequencies are listed in Table 1. Some of the
peaks persist throughout the entire tornillo while
others are only present during the ¢rst 10 s of the

tornillo. Here, we will analyze and discuss the
polarization of the set of 15 tornillos recorded
by both stations. The polarization and other sig-
nals characteristics observed for the 15 tornillos at
the station ANG match those measured for the
earlier tornillos of this suite, so the conclusions
drawn from this set can be generalized to all 42
tornillos recorded during this episode.
The tornillo recorded on 8 January 2000 is one

of the most complex tornillos, with peaks at ¢ve
di¡erent frequencies (Fig. 7). In the recordings at
both stations, energy is present in all ¢ve frequen-
cies at the tornillo’s beginning. It dies out rapidly,
however, in the 4^5 Hz and 14^15 Hz bands, but
continues in the 1.5^2, 9^10 and 10^11 Hz bands
well into the coda. This can be seen in Fig. 7b,d,
where separate amplitude spectra of the ¢rst 10 s
of the tornillo and its coda are plotted beside the
spectrograms.
In Fig. 8, we show the frequencies at which

peaks occurred in each of the 15 tornillos re-
corded at both stations. It is apparent that all
the tornillos have energy between 1.7 and 1.9
Hz, while many of them have peaks between
2 and 5 Hz. Just as the points for this peak rep-
resent a broader range of frequencies, each tornil-
lo’s peak in this range is much broader than for

Fig. 8. Frequencies of the peaks present in the spectra of the
tornillos recorded at the stations ANG and ACH between
5 January 2000 and 12 February 2000. The peaks are
grouped by frequency: 1.5^2.0, 2.0^5.0, 5.0^11.0, 11.0^15.0
and 15.0^20.0 Hz.
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example the lowest peak or those around 10 Hz.
On the basis of this plot, we group the peaks
found in this set of tornillos by their frequencies:
1.5^2, 2^5, 5^11, 11^15 and 15^20 Hz.

6. The polarization of multichromatic tornillos

In an e¡ort to ¢nd the direction to the source
of the tornillo on 8 January 2000, we plot the
particle motion in the horizontal plane observed
at the stations ANG and ACH for each peak
(Fig. 9). The frequency bands given on the left-
hand side of the ¢gure indicate the ¢lter limits
used for each peak. Each diagram spans 5 s, so
that the ¢gure shows the polarization in each
band for a total of 30 s. We observe that the
polarization of the tornillo depends on the fre-
quency band. For the peak between 1.5 and
2 Hz, which often has the largest amplitude, the
polarization is nearly linear and remains almost

constant throughout the entire interval shown.
While the polarization at ANG trends ENE^
WSW, close to the direction to the active crater
from this station, the particle motion at ACH
points NE^SW. If we assume the ground motion
is produced by P, SV or Rayleigh-type waves, we
can use the particle motion as an indication of the
direction to the source. The polarizations mea-
sured at the two stations imply a source well to
the WSW of the active crater. The assumption
that the tornillo consists of SH or Love waves
does not suggest a more likely location for the
source.
For the higher frequencies (Fig. 9), the polar-

ization is neither necessarily linear nor constant.
It is clear that the direction of polarization as well
as the rectilinearity change at both stations as a
function of time. Following Seidl and Hellweg
(1991) and Hellweg (2000a,b), we analyze the
suite of tornillos recorded at both stations in
each to determine the azimuth, inclination and

Fig. 10. Bandpass-¢ltered seismograms for the tornillo shown in Fig. 7, rotated to the optimum X1^X2^X3 directions determined
for each band. Filter limits are given in the ¢gure. The left-hand display corresponds to the station ANG and the right-hand one
to ACH. Ground velocity is given in Wm/s.

Fig. 9. Bandpass-¢ltered particle motion diagrams in the N^E plane for the stations ANG (left) and ACH (right) for the ¢ve
spectral peaks of the tornillo shown in Fig. 7. The limits of the ¢lter for each peak are given by the labels on the left. For each
station and frequency a set of six diagrams of 5 s each gives the particle motion for 30 s. In the top left set, the starting times
given apply to each set. Amplitude is given in Wm/s and is common for each set as shown on the axes.
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rectilinearity of the particle motion for each peak,
applying the covariance matrix method described
by Matsumura (1981) and Kanasewich (1981).
The values determined for the 15 tornillos for
both stations are given in Table 1. For Fig. 10,
the tornillo is bandpass-¢ltered to extract energy
from one of the spectral peaks. In all cases, the
passband of the ¢lter, 0.5 Hz for the peak be-
tween 1.5 and 2 Hz, and 1 Hz for all peaks at
higher frequencies, is much broader than the spec-
tral width of the peak. This means that the e¡ect
on the phase of the narrow-band signals is mini-
mal. The covariance matrix is determined from a
data interval extending from the maximum in the
band until the signal-to-noise ratio is low. The
X1^X2^X3 coordinate system is determined by
the directions of the eigenvectors of the cova-
riance matrix, with X1 and X3 corresponding to
the largest and smallest eigenvectors and to the
major and minor axes of the polarization ellip-
soid, respectively. The Z^N^E components are
then transformed to the X1^X2^X3 coordinate sys-
tem. Note that in the 1.5^2.0 Hz band at ACH,
the separation of energy is quite successful, with
very little amplitude remaining on the X2 and X3
components. On the other hand, at ANG, the
coda is well-separated, while it is impossible to

rotate all the energy during the ¢rst 10 s to a
single component. As can be expected from the
elliptical particle motion for the high frequencies
in Fig. 9, it is also impossible to segregate the
energy of the tornillo in the 9^10 and 10.5^11.5
Hz bands completely to a single component in the
rotated coordinate system.
In polarization analysis in seismology, the

product of the radial and vertical components,
RZ, is a diagnostic for wave-type (Ples›inger et
al., 1986). This product is positive for P waves,
negative for SV waves and for Rayleigh waves of
frequency f, it oscillates with 2f. Here, R is taken
to be the horizontal component with the highest
amplitude. Since the inclination for most spectral
peaks is greater than 75‡, they are nearly horizon-
tal and R is approximately the X1 component
shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows the product RZ
for the tornillo of 8 January 2000. Here, the tor-
nillo, ¢ltered to extract the signals in each of the
¢ve frequency bands, is rotated in the horizontal
plane to achieve a maximum separation of energy.
In all frequency bands, the RZ product oscillates
with 2f, indicating Rayleigh wave-like behavior.
In fact, it does not matter whether we choose
the rotated horizontal seismogram with the max-
imum amplitude to be R, or that with smallest

Fig. 11. RZ product for the tornillo shown in Fig. 7. R is taken to be the direction of the average polarization ellipse in the hor-
izontal plane. Filter limits are given in the ¢gure. The left-hand display corresponds to the station ANG and the right-hand one
to ACH.
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amplitude. The product of either with the Z seis-
mogram oscillates with 2f. This behavior is due to
the ellipticity of the particle motion, and is an
indication that the energy on any one component
is out of phase with that on the other compo-
nents. This is also the reason that no transforma-
tion can be found which rotates all the energy of
the tornillo for a single peak onto a single com-
ponent.

For these 15 tornillos we have determined the
azimuth, inclination and rectilinearity for each
peak using the method of Matsumura (1981).
We compare the values determined at each station
in Fig. 12. For the peaks between 1.5 and 2.0 Hz,
the particle motion does not change very much
from one tornillo to the next. This can be deduced
from the very tight cluster of the azimuths mea-
sured at ANG as compared with ACH (Fig. 12a,
diamonds). In addition, the inclination is nearly
horizontal for all tornillos at both stations (Fig.
12b, diamonds), and nearly linearly polarized
(Fig. 12c, diamonds). Particle motion for peaks
in the band between 2.0 and 5.0 Hz cluster into
two groups, one with an azimuth very similar to
the 1.5^2.0 Hz peaks and a second group with an
azimuth around 210‡ at ANG and around 30‡ at
ACH (Fig. 12a, squares). The inclination for all
the peaks in this band is nearly horizontal, but
not nearly as clustered as for the lowest band
(Fig. 12b, squares), while the rectilinearity is scat-
tered, indicating much more elliptical motion with
no particular relationship between that at ANG
and ACH. For the higher bands, the particle mo-
tion cannot be described as being particularly
constant from one tornillo to the next. The azi-
muths, inclinations and rectilinearity are scattered
throughout the correlation plots. Perhaps the only
generalization that can be made, is that even at

Fig. 12. (a) Comparison of the azimuth of the main axis of
the polarization ellipsoid determined at ANG and ACH for
the spectral lines present in all the tornillos from 5 January
2000 until 12 February 2000. Di¡erent spectral bands are
represented by di¡erent symbols (diamonds= 1.5^2 Hz,
squares = 2^5 Hz, triangles= 5^11 Hz, circles = 11^15 Hz and
crosses= 15^20 Hz). Note the tight cluster for the 1.5^2 Hz
band and the two tight clusters for the 2^5 Hz band.
(b) Comparison of the inclination of the main axis of the po-
larization ellipsoid determined at ANG and ACH for the
spectral lines present in all the tornillos from 5 January 2000
until 12 February 2000. Spectral band symbols as in panel a.
Note the tight cluster for the 1.5^2 Hz band and that the
2^5 Hz band is more clustered than the higher frequencies.
(c) Comparison of the rectilinearity of the polarization ellip-
soid determined at ANG and ACH for the spectral lines
present in all the tornillos from 5 January 2000 until 12 Feb-
ruary 2000. Spectral band symbols as in panel a. Note the
tight cluster for the 1.5^2 Hz band.
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the higher frequencies, the inclination at ACH
tends to be more closely horizontal than at ANG.
What then, are the characteristics of the polar-

ization of tornillos? For the peaks between 1.5
and 2 Hz, all tornillos have one prefered polar-
ization direction at each station. These polariza-
tions cannot be explained, however, as P, S or
surface waves passing through a simple medium
from a single point source located near the active
crater, as they are neither radial nor transverse to
that direction. At all frequencies, the waves share
the characteristics of Rayleigh waves, in that the
RZ product oscillates with 2f. While the overall
particle motion for the peaks at frequencies below
5 Hz remains nearly the same from one tornillo to
the next, it di¡ers at higher frequencies. In addi-
tion, the polarization may change during the be-
ginning of any given event at frequencies above
2 Hz.
The acoustic model for the e¡ects of scattering

on the polarization and amplitude of waves in the
volcanic medium explains many of the character-
istics we observe at the various frequencies
present in the tornillos. Small changes in the over-
all con¢guration of the system consisting of
source, scatterers and receiver will produce small
di¡erences in the polarization at low frequencies
and larger di¡erences as the frequency increases.

These changes in the particle motion encompass
changes in the direction of the major axis of the
polarization ellipsoid (azimuth and inclination) as
well as the rectilinearity. If the particle motion is
elliptical rather than linear, the product of either
of the horizontal components with the Z compo-
nent will oscillate with 2f, explaining the apparent
similarity to Rayleigh waves.
While the particle motion remains relatively

constant at low frequencies, at high frequencies,
the particle motion changes during the course of
an individual tornillo. It is not likely that the lo-
cations of the scatterers in the volcanic edi¢ce
would change appreciably during a single tornillo.
However, if the source of the seismic waves
moves, the polarization observed at the receiver
will change as a function of time. Fig. 13 shows
representatively how polarization can change if
the scattering medium remains the same and the
depth of the source changes. For these two real-
izations, I chose a model scattering medium with
an acoustic velocity of 1000 m/s and 12 scatterers/
km3. The red, green and blue ellipses show the
particle motion for three di¡erent source depths:
0, 200 and 400 m; or 0, 400 and 800 m, respec-
tively. For these calculations the source^receiver
distance is 1000 m. When the step is only 200 m,
the change in polarization and amplitude for 1 Hz

Fig. 13. Particle motion in the R^T plane for 1-, 5- and 11-Hz waves assuming acoustic scattering with 12 scatterers/km3. In the
top three plots, the source depth changes by 200 m between the red and green, and the green and blue ellipses, respectively. In
the bottom plots, the depth step is 400 m.
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waves is small. At 5 Hz, the rectilinearity changes
appreciably, while the net amplitude, the direction
of the particle motion and the rectilinearity all
change for the 11 Hz waves. As may be expected,
the e¡ects are stronger when the change in depth
is larger. Thus, if the medium parameters we have
used for the model calculations are correct, the
location of the source of the tornillo is constant
to within about 200 m during a single tornillo. All
tornillos are generated in a volume of the volcanic
edi¢ce less than 200 m in diameter.

7. Discussion

The acoustic model of single scattering with no
attenuation demonstrates that even a simple sys-
tem of scatterers can mimic important character-
istics of the polarization observed for volcanic
tremor and events. The coda present in shocks
at Lascar Volcano (Asch et al., 1996; Hellweg,
1999a) and in volcano-tectonic events at Galeras
Volcano (Seidl et al., 2003) indicate that scatter-
ing is an important process a¡ecting the wave-
¢elds in these volcanoes. However, the scattering
model only allows qualitative conclusions about
the volcanic medium, due to the lack of informa-
tion about such important parameters as the ve-
locity structure. A comparison of the synthetics
with the data from Lascar and Galeras leads to
the conclusion that the medium must have many
scatterers. These may be related to layers or other
internal structures in the volcano or its topogra-
phy. The e¡ect of a small change in the location
of the source depends very much on the wave-
length we are observing. For low frequencies,
and therefore relatively large wavelengths, there
will be little change in the polarization, as the
change in the wave-number phase is small. On
the other hand, at high frequencies and concom-
itantly shorter wavelengths, a small change in the
location of the source of the seismic waves will
produce a large change in the polarization.
Unlike its application in earthquake seismol-

ogy, polarization analysis of volcanic seismic sig-
nals cannot necessarily be used to determine wave
type and the direction to the source. This is clear
from the example of multichromatic tremor at

Lascar Volcano. In this case, no one wave type
could explain the particle motion observed for the
various spectral peaks at the four stations near
the volcano.
On the other hand, the example of the multi-

chromatic tornillos recorded on Galeras Volcano
shows that the polarization does contain impor-
tant information about the source. For example,
the polarization of the low-frequency peak, 1.5^
2.0 Hz, changes very little during the course of the
15 tornillos. This implies that the tornillos from
this episode are all generated at the same place in
the volcano, probably always by the same pro-
cess. The small changes in the particle motion at
high frequencies during a single tornillo (Fig. 9)
and from one tornillo to the next (Fig. 12), sug-
gest that there are small changes in the position of
the source, both during a single tornillo and from
one tornillo to the next. If we assume a propaga-
tion velocity for the seismic waves in the volcano,
we can estimate the maximum size of these loca-
tion changes, since the polarization of waves with
frequencies below 5 Hz changes very little. At a
medium velocity of 1000 m/s this frequency cor-
responds to a wavelength of 200 m. The change in
the source’s location must be smaller than this.
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